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Abstract: Transition metal oxides with the perovskite structure exhibit fascinating physical properties
such as high-temperature superconductivity or colossal magnetoresistance, to name only two of the most
prominent examples. Their potential for technological applications cannot be overstated. The flipside of
the drive for further miniaturization (“downsizing”) is the effect of surface and/or interface modifications
of the crystalline structure and consequently on the physical properties of these systems. On the one
hand, surface and interface effects can set lower limits to devices that exploit bulk effects, while on the
other, new and unexpected phenomena may occur here, that are not evident in bulk materials. The
exact knowledge of atomic positions is therefore crucial for the design of nanoscaled devices and may
help explaining unexpected physical effects at surfaces and interfaces. The unique combination of (a)
highly brilliant x-rays produced in a modern third generation synchrotron source, (b) the availability
of a fast, single-photon counting area pixel detector and (c) a pulsed laser deposition equipment for in-
situ growth enables one to study both the structure and kinetics of the thin film growth of perovskites.
Surface x-ray diffraction was used as the primary research tool to determine the surface and interface
structures strontium titanate (SrTiO3 , STO) and thin films of lanthanum strontium manganate (La1−x
Srx MnO3 , LSMO). The structures were refined using conventional minimization of a goodness of fit
criterion with the program FIT. Crucial to the structure refinement became the use of the two phase
retrieval-methods PARADIGM (in the case of STO) and COBRA (LSMO), as well as extensive den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations. Further characterization was carried out via laboratory-based
x-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, low-energy ion-scattering,
reflection high-energy electron diffraction, Rutherford backscattering, and resistivity measurements using
the four-point method. The surface of STO was analyzed for two different environments: One (cold)
was at room temperature and in ultra-high vacuum, and the other (hot) at elevated temperatures and
in an oxygen background, i.e., under conditions typical for perovskite thin film growth. The cold surface
structure comprised of a weighted mixture of a (1 × 1) relaxation and (2 × 1) and (2 × 2) reconstruc-
tions, simultaneously present at the surface. The structures were best modeled by a TiO2 -rich surface,
where a double TiO2-layer was present at the surface. The reconstructions were energetically favorable
according to DFT. They disappeared within several minutes upon heating to the hot conditions, forming
a termination very similar to the cold (1 × 1), but more puckered and higher in energy. Results us-
ing PARADIGM confirmed the TiO2-rich termination of the hot surface. Surface energy considerations
suggested a temperature-induced order-disorder transition, produced by a mixing of the (2 × 1) and
(2 × 2) reconstructions, to form the pseudo (1 × 1) structure. Atomic displacements were significant
down to three unit cells. In-situ kinetic studies of the growth of LSMO thin films on STO using pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) led to the proposition of a novel energetic smoothing mechanism in the growth of
complex metal-oxide thin films. Below 50% monolayer (ML) coverage, prompt insertion of the energetic
impinging species into small-diameter islands causes them to break up to form daughter islands. This
smoothing mechanism therefore inhibits the formation of large-diameter 2D-islands and the seeding of
3D-growth. Above 50% coverage, islands begin to coalesce and their breakup is thereby suppressed.
The energy of the incident flux is instead rechanneled into enhanced surface diffusion. Structures of six
ML-by-ML PLD-grown ultra thin LSMO films with thicknesses between 1 and 9 MLs were determined
using the COBRA phase-retrieval method and subsequent structural refinement. Four important re-
sults were found. First, the out-of-plane lattice constant is elongated across the substrate-film interface.
Second, the transition from substrate to film is not abrupt, but changes gradually over approximately
three unit cells. Thirdly, Sr segregates towards the topmost monolayer of the film. We determined a Sr-
segregation enthalpy of −15 kJ/mol from the occupation parameters. Finally, the electronic bandwidth
W was used to explain the onset of magnetoresistance for films of 9 or more monolayers thickness.
Resistivity measurements of the 9 monolayer-thick film confirm magnetoresistance and the presence
of a dead layer with mostly insulating properties. Bei Übergangsmetalloxiden mit Perowskitstruktur
treten faszinierende physikalische Effekte auf. Zwei bekannte Beispiele hierzu sind die Hochtemperatur-
supraleitung und der kolossale Magnetwiderstand. Solche Eigenschaften sind für technologische Anwen-
dungen von enormer Bedeutung. Der Trend zur fortschreitenden Miniaturisierung führt dazu, dass Effekte
an Ober- und/oder Grenzflächen eine Veränderung der kristallinen Struktur zur Folge haben, was sich
auch auf die physikalischen Effekte dieser Systeme auswirkt. Obwohl der Effekt im Volumenfestkörper
zu beobachten ist, können so Oberflächen und Grenzflächen der Miniaturisierung in der technologischen
Applikation zum einen untere Grenzen setzen. Zum anderen kann gerade das Vorhandensein einer Gren-
zfläche dort neue, unbekannte Effekte erzeugen. Die Kenntnis der genauen Atompositionen bildet daher
eine wertvolle Grundlage für die Entwicklung von Bausteinen auf der Nanometerskala. Sie kann aber
auch bei der Erklärung von solch neuartigen physikalischen Effekten an Oberflächen und Grenzflächen
hilfreich sein. Die einzigartige Kombination von hoch-brillanter Röntgenstrahlung einer modernen Syn-
chrotronquelle dritter Generation, die Verfügbarkeit eines neuartigen und schnellen Flächenzählers mit
Einzelphotonendetektion, sowie eine Apparatur zur gepulsten Laser Abscheidung ermöglichen in-situ
das struktur- und zeitaufgelöste Studium des Wachstums von dünnen Perowskitschichten. In erster
Linie wurde Oberflächenröntgenbeugung zur Strukturbestimmung von Oberflächen und Grenzflächen
von Strontiumtitanat (SrTiO3 , STO) und dünnen Schichten von Lanthanstrontiummanganat (La1−x
Srx MnO3 , LSMO) verwendet. Die Strukturanpassung mit dem Programm FIT erfolgte durch die
Minimierung des Gütefaktors. Von zentraler Bedeutung für die Strukturbestimmung waren die beiden
Phasenbestimmungs-Algorithmen PARADIGM (im Falle von STO) und COBRA (bei LSMO), sowie
Dichtefunktionalrechnungen. Zur weiteren Charakterisierung wurden durchgeführt: Röntgenbeugung
mit einer Laborquelle, Rasterkraftmikroskopie, Photoelektronen-Spektroskopie mit Röntgenstrahlung,
Nieder-Energie Ionen-Streuung, Reflexions-Hochenergie-Elektronenbeugung, Rutherford Rückstreuung
und Messung des spezifischen Widerstands über die Vierspitzenemethode. Die Oberfläche von STO
wurde unter zwei verschiedenen Umgebungsbedingungen analysiert: Einerseits bei Raumtemperatur und
in Ultrahochvakuum (kalt) und andererseits bei hoher Temperatur und in einem Sauerstoffhintergrund
(heiss), d.h. bei Bedingungen die typisch sind für das Dünnschicht-Wachstum von Perowskiten. Die
Oberfläche des kalten Kristalls zeigte gleichzeitig eine gewichtete Mischung einer (1 × 1) Relaxation und
den beiden Überstrukturen (2 × 1) und (2 × 2). Die Strukturen konnten am besten durch eine TiO2-reiche
Oberfläche beschrieben werden, die mit einer Doppellage bestehend aus zwei TiO2 -Schichten terminiert
war. Dichtefunktionalrechnung wies die beiden Rekonstruktionen als energetisch günstig aus. Die Über-
strukturen verschwanden beim Aufheizen innerhalb von Minuten. Dabei bildete sich eine Oberfläche ähn-
lich der der kalten (1 × 1) Struktur, nun jedoch stärker verzerrt und bei höherer Oberflächenenergie. Die
TiO2-reiche Oberfläche der heissen Terminierung wurde durch PARADIGM bestätigt. Betrachtungen der
Oberflächenenergie liessen auf einen Übergang von der geordneten zu einer vermehrt ungeordneten Struk-
tur unter dem Einfluss der Temperaturerhöhung schliessen. Die ungeordnete Struktur kann durch eine
Vermischung der (2 × 1) und (2 × 2) Überstrukturen erklärt werden, die in einer Pseudo-(1 × 1)-Struktur
resultiert. Gitterplatzverschiebungen der einzelnen Atome waren bis zu einer Tiefe von drei Einheitszellen
signifikant. Die in-situ kinetischen Untersuchungen des Wachstums von LSMO auf STO mittels gepulster
Laser Abscheidung führten zur Formulierung eines neuartigen energieabhängigen Glättungsmechanismus
für das Wachstum komplexer Metalloxidschichten. Unterhalb eines Bedeckungsgrades von 50% bezo-
gen auf eine Monolage bewirkt der unmittelbare Einbau der einfallenden energiereichen Teilchen in die
kleinflächigen Inseln ein Aufbrechen dieser zu Tochterinseln. Dieser Glättungsmechanismus unterbindet
daher das Auftreten von grossflächigen 2D-Inseln und das Einsetzen von 3D-Wachstum. Die Inseln be-
ginnen oberhalb von 50% Bedeckung zu verschmelzen, wobei ein Aufbrechen dadurch verhindert wird.
Die Energie des ankommenden Teilchenstrahls wird anstelle dessen für gesteigerte Oberflächendiffusion
genutzt. Die Strukturen von sechs dünnen LSMO Schichten wurden bestimmt. Die Schichten wurden
mittels gepulster Laser Abscheidung Monolage-für-Monolage gewachsen und wiesen Dicken zwischen 1
und 9 Einheitszellen auf. Als Ausgangspunkt für die Strukturbestimmung wurden die Resultate der vor-
angegangenen COBRA Phasenbestimmung benutzt. Folgende vier Resultate konnten gewonnen werden.
Erstens wurde eine Ausdehnung der Gitterkonstante normal zur Substrat-Schicht-Oberfläche beobachtet.
Zweitens ist der Übergang von Substrat in den Film nicht abrupt, sondern kontinuierlich über etwa drei
Einheitszellen. Drittens segregiert Sr in die oberste Monolage der Schicht. Die Verwendung der Beset-
zungszahlen liess eine Bestimmung der Segregationsenthalpie von Sr auf −15 kJ/Mol zu. Viertens konnte
die elektronische Bandbreite W zur Erklärung des Auftretens von Magnetwiderstand für Schichtdicken
von 9 und mehr Monolagen verwendet werden. Messungen des spezifischen Widerstandes an der Schicht
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von 9 Monolagen Dicke bestätigen das Auftreten von Magnetwiderstand und die Anwesenheit einer toten
Schicht mit mehrheitlich isolierendem Verhalten.
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Abstract
Transition metal oxides with the perovskite structure exhibit fascinating physical properties
such as high-temperature superconductivity or colossal magnetoresistance, to name only two
of the most prominent examples. Their potential for technological applications cannot be over-
stated. The flipside of the drive for further miniaturization (“downsizing”) is the effect of sur-
face and/or interface modifications of the crystalline structure and consequently on the physical
properties of these systems. On the one hand, surface and interface effects can set lower limits
to devices that exploit bulk effects, while on the other, new and unexpected phenomena may
occur here, that are not evident in bulk materials. The exact knowledge of atomic positions
is therefore crucial for the design of nanoscaled devices and may help explaining unexpected
physical effects at surfaces and interfaces.
The unique combination of (a) highly brilliant x-rays produced in a modern third generation
synchrotron source, (b) the availability of a fast, single-photon counting area pixel detector
and (c) a pulsed laser deposition equipment for in-situ growth enables one to study both the
structure and kinetics of the thin film growth of perovskites.
Surface x-ray diffraction was used as the primary research tool to determine the surface and
interface structures strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO) and thin films of lanthanum strontium
manganate (La1−xSrxMnO3, LSMO). The structures were refined using conventional mini-
mization of a goodness of fit criterion with the program FIT. Crucial to the structure refine-
ment became the use of the two phase retrieval-methods PARADIGM (in the case of STO)
and COBRA (LSMO), as well as extensive density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Fur-
ther characterization was carried out via laboratory-based x-ray diffraction, atomic force mi-
croscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, low-energy ion-scattering, reflection high-energy
electron diffraction, Rutherford backscattering, and resistivity measurements using the four-
point method.
The surface of STO was analyzed for two different environments: One (cold) was at room
temperature and in ultra-high vacuum, and the other (hot) at elevated temperatures and in an
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xoxygen background, i.e., under conditions typical for perovskite thin film growth. The cold sur-
face structure comprised of a weighted mixture of a (1×1) relaxation and (2×1) and (2×2)
reconstructions, simultaneously present at the surface. The structures were best modeled by
a TiO2-rich surface, where a double TiO2-layer was present at the surface. The reconstruc-
tions were energetically favorable according to DFT. They disappeared within several minutes
upon heating to the hot conditions, forming a termination very similar to the cold (1×1), but
more puckered and higher in energy. Results using PARADIGM confirmed the TiO2-rich ter-
mination of the hot surface. Surface energy considerations suggested a temperature-induced
order-disorder transition, produced by a mixing of the (2×1) and (2×2) reconstructions, to
form the pseudo (1× 1) structure. Atomic displacements were significant down to three unit
cells.
In-situ kinetic studies of the growth of LSMO thin films on STO using pulsed laser depo-
sition (PLD) led to the proposition of a novel energetic smoothing mechanism in the growth
of complex metal-oxide thin films. Below 50% monolayer (ML) coverage, prompt insertion of
the energetic impinging species into small-diameter islands causes them to break up to form
daughter islands. This smoothing mechanism therefore inhibits the formation of large-diameter
2D-islands and the seeding of 3D-growth. Above 50% coverage, islands begin to coalesce and
their breakup is thereby suppressed. The energy of the incident flux is instead rechanneled into
enhanced surface diffusion.
Structures of six ML-by-ML PLD-grown ultra thin LSMO films with thicknesses between 1
and 9 MLs were determined using the COBRA phase-retrieval method and subsequent struc-
tural refinement. Four important results were found. First, the out-of-plane lattice constant
is elongated across the substrate-film interface. Second, the transition from substrate to film
is not abrupt, but changes gradually over approximately three unit cells. Thirdly, Sr segre-
gates towards the topmost monolayer of the film. We determined a Sr-segregation enthalpy of
−15 kJ/mol from the occupation parameters. Finally, the electronic bandwidth W was used to
explain the onset of magnetoresistance for films of 9 or more monolayers thickness. Resistivity
measurements of the 9 monolayer-thick film confirm magnetoresistance and the presence of a
dead layer with mostly insulating properties.
Zusammenfassung
Bei Übergangsmetalloxiden mit Perowskitstruktur treten faszinierende physikalische Effekte
auf. Zwei bekannte Beispiele hierzu sind die Hochtemperatursupraleitung und der kolossale
Magnetwiderstand. Solche Eigenschaften sind für technologische Anwendungen von enormer
Bedeutung. Der Trend zur fortschreitenden Miniaturisierung führt dazu, dass Effekte an Ober-
und/oder Grenzflächen eine Veränderung der kristallinen Struktur zur Folge haben, was sich
auch auf die physikalischen Effekte dieser Systeme auswirkt. Obwohl der Effekt im Volumen-
festkörper zu beobachten ist, können so Oberflächen und Grenzflächen der Miniaturisierung in
der technologischen Applikation zum einen untere Grenzen setzen. Zum anderen kann gerade
das Vorhandensein einer Grenzfläche dort neue, unbekannte Effekte erzeugen. Die Kenntnis
der genauen Atompositionen bildet daher eine wertvolle Grundlage für die Entwicklung von
Bausteinen auf der Nanometerskala. Sie kann aber auch bei der Erklärung von solch neuartigen
physikalischen Effekten an Oberflächen und Grenzflächen hilfreich sein.
Die einzigartige Kombination von hoch-brillanter Röntgenstrahlung einer modernen Syn-
chrotronquelle dritter Generation, die Verfügbarkeit eines neuartigen und schnellen Flächen-
zählers mit Einzelphotonendetektion, sowie eine Apparatur zur gepulsten Laser Abscheidung
ermöglichen in-situ das struktur- und zeitaufgelöste Studium des Wachstums von dünnen
Perowskitschichten.
In erster Linie wurde Oberflächenröntgenbeugung zur Strukturbestimmung von Oberflächen
und Grenzflächen von Strontiumtitanat (SrTiO3, STO) und dünnen Schichten von Lanthan-
strontiummanganat (La1−xSrxMnO3, LSMO) verwendet. Die Strukturanpassung mit dem Pro-
gramm FIT erfolgte durch die Minimierung des Gütefaktors. Von zentraler Bedeutung für
die Strukturbestimmung waren die beiden Phasenbestimmungs-Algorithmen PARADIGM (im
Falle von STO) und COBRA (bei LSMO), sowie Dichtefunktionalrechnungen. Zur weiteren
Charakterisierung wurden durchgeführt: Röntgenbeugung mit einer Laborquelle, Rasterkraft-
mikroskopie, Photoelektronen-Spektroskopie mit Röntgenstrahlung, Nieder-Energie Ionen-
Streuung, Reflexions-Hochenergie-Elektronenbeugung, Rutherford Rückstreuung und Mes-
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sung des spezifischen Widerstands über die Vierspitzenemethode.
Die Oberfläche von STO wurde unter zwei verschiedenen Umgebungsbedingungen ana-
lysiert: Einerseits bei Raumtemperatur und in Ultrahochvakuum (kalt) und andererseits bei
hoher Temperatur und in einem Sauerstoffhintergrund (heiss), d.h. bei Bedingungen die typ-
isch sind für das Dünnschicht-Wachstum von Perowskiten. Die Oberfläche des kalten Kristalls
zeigte gleichzeitig eine gewichtete Mischung einer (1× 1) Relaxation und den beiden Über-
strukturen (2× 1) und (2× 2). Die Strukturen konnten am besten durch eine TiO2-reiche
Oberfläche beschrieben werden, die mit einer Doppellage bestehend aus zwei TiO2-Schichten
terminiert war. Dichtefunktionalrechnung wies die beiden Rekonstruktionen als energetisch
günstig aus. Die Überstrukturen verschwanden beim Aufheizen innerhalb von Minuten. Dabei
bildete sich eine Oberfläche ähnlich der der kalten (1×1) Struktur, nun jedoch stärker verzerrt
und bei höherer Oberflächenenergie. Die TiO2-reiche Oberfläche der heissen Terminierung
wurde durch PARADIGM bestätigt. Betrachtungen der Oberflächenenergie liessen auf einen
Übergang von der geordneten zu einer vermehrt ungeordneten Struktur unter dem Einfluss
der Temperaturerhöhung schliessen. Die ungeordnete Struktur kann durch eine Vermischung
der (2× 1) und (2× 2) Überstrukturen erklärt werden, die in einer Pseudo-(1× 1)-Struktur
resultiert. Gitterplatzverschiebungen der einzelnen Atome waren bis zu einer Tiefe von drei
Einheitszellen signifikant.
Die in-situ kinetischen Untersuchungen des Wachstums von LSMO auf STO mittels gepul-
ster Laser Abscheidung führten zur Formulierung eines neuartigen energieabhängigen Glät-
tungsmechanismus für das Wachstum komplexer Metalloxidschichten. Unterhalb eines Be-
deckungsgrades von 50% bezogen auf eine Monolage bewirkt der unmittelbare Einbau der
einfallenden energiereichen Teilchen in die kleinflächigen Inseln ein Aufbrechen dieser zu
Tochterinseln. Dieser Glättungsmechanismus unterbindet daher das Auftreten von grossflächi-
gen 2D-Inseln und das Einsetzen von 3D-Wachstum. Die Inseln beginnen oberhalb von 50%
Bedeckung zu verschmelzen, wobei ein Aufbrechen dadurch verhindert wird. Die Energie
des ankommenden Teilchenstrahls wird anstelle dessen für gesteigerte Oberflächendiffusion
genutzt.
Die Strukturen von sechs dünnen LSMO Schichten wurden bestimmt. Die Schichten wur-
den mittels gepulster Laser Abscheidung Monolage-für-Monolage gewachsen und wiesen Dik-
ken zwischen 1 und 9 Einheitszellen auf. Als Ausgangspunkt für die Strukturbestimmung
wurden die Resultate der vorangegangenen COBRA Phasenbestimmung benutzt. Folgende
vier Resultate konnten gewonnen werden. Erstens wurde eine Ausdehnung der Gitterkonstante
normal zur Substrat-Schicht-Oberfläche beobachtet. Zweitens ist der Übergang von Substrat in
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den Film nicht abrupt, sondern kontinuierlich über etwa drei Einheitszellen. Drittens segregiert
Sr in die oberste Monolage der Schicht. Die Verwendung der Besetzungszahlen liess eine Bes-
timmung der Segregationsenthalpie von Sr auf −15 kJ/Mol zu. Viertens konnte die elektro-
nische Bandbreite W zur Erklärung des Auftretens von Magnetwiderstand für Schichtdicken
von 9 und mehr Monolagen verwendet werden. Messungen des spezifischen Widerstandes an
der Schicht von 9 Monolagen Dicke bestätigen das Auftreten von Magnetwiderstand und die
Anwesenheit einer toten Schicht mit mehrheitlich isolierendem Verhalten.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advent of highly brilliant third generation synchrotron sources had an enormous impact on
the research in the fields of both materials and life sciences. Biologists and chemists nowadays
use synchrotron radiation routinely to achieve a better understanding of complicated structures
like proteins and cells, while environmental issues are partly clarified by the incisive probe
of synchrotron radiation. On the other hand, physicists and material scientists are motivated
to study materials of challenging structural complexity and fascinating electronic properties.
Moreover, the high brightness of synchrotron radiation, plus the well-shaped time structure of
the electron bunches in the storage ring enable todays researchers to perform time-resolved
measurements that one could not contemplate years ago.
The Swiss Light source is a state-of-the-art medium energy (2.4 GeV) third generation
synchrotron source, located the the Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland. It started its
operation in 2001 and is, at the time of writing, running 12 beamlines (BLs). The work de-
scribed in this thesis was mainly performed at the Surface Diffraction station of the Materials
Science BL [1]. The high flux of this wiggler BL, a fast single photon-counting 2-dimensional
(2D) x-ray pixel detector [2], and a pulsed laser deposition chamber that can be mounted on
a large (2+3) circle diffractometer [3] are ideally combined to study in-situ both surface and
interface structures, as well as the kinetics and evolution of thin film growth of novel materials.
The work presented here is mainly based on surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD), where the
data was collected using the 2D pixel detector – a novelty to this community [4], and an
established adaptation to pulsed laser deposition where the ablation plasma is crossed by a
reactive gas pulse [5], in the present case an oxidant to enhance the oxygen content of the
deposited complex metal oxide.
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2 INTRODUCTION
The thesis presents structure determinations and a kinetic growth study of two materials,
strontium titanate SrTiO3 (STO, a prototypical substrate material) and lanthanum strontium
manganate La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO, grown as thin films [6]). STO and LSMO are perovskites
that can generally be described by the chemical sum formula ABO3, where A is an alkaline or
rare earth and B is usually a transition metal. The thesis is structured as follows.
In Chapter 2, a general introduction to transition metal oxides (TMOs) and perovskites is
presented. In particular, the important physical properties and possible technological applica-
tions are highlighted and reviewed in the literature.
A theoretical background of SXRD as well as an overview of the phase retrieval techniques
PARADIGM and COBRA is given in Chapter 3, as they were of importance for the structural
determinations in this work.
Experimental work is described in Chapter 4 in order to detail and complement the con-
densed information that can be found in the subsequently presented reprints of the literature.
Concluding remarks are presented in Chapter 5.
Paper I describes the surface structure determination of TiO2-terminated STO(001) under
two different conditions: one at room temperature in vacuum and the other hot, under typical
conditions for thin film growth in an oxygen atmosphere [7].
The details of the surface structure determination of STO were subsequently described in a
more comprehensive article [8]. This can be found in Paper II. R.H. was the main responsible
for preparatory, experimental, analysis and refinement work of the STO publications, assisted
by B.D.’s density functional theory calculations and the PARADIGM work in a collaboration
with V.L.S., P.F.L. and D.K.S. of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
In Paper III, the experimental details of pulsed laser deposition of LSMO thin films is
described, detailing typical growth conditions and ex-situ characterization of the films [6].
Paper IV describes a kinetic study of the growth of LSMO, where a novel energetic surface
smoothing mechanism for the growth of TMOs by pulsed laser deposition was proposed [9].
R.H. was mainly responsible for substrate processing, film growth, preparation and realization
of the beamtime, whereas P.R.W. did the successive analysis work.
In Paper V the structure determinations of monolayer-by-monolayer grown LSMO thin
films were used to explain the onset of magnetoresistance [10]. R.H. was responsible for the
experiments, analysis and interpretation. The structure determination using COBRA was done
at the Randall Laboratory of Physics at the University of Michigan (D.K. and R.C.) and at the
Racah Institute of Physics at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem (Y.Y.).
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Chapter 2
Transition metal oxides
Transition metal oxides (TMOs) often exhibit strong interactions between the electrons due to
Coulomb repulsion. They show unusual electronic and magnetic properties due to the strong
coupling of the electrons. They typically have partially filled d or f shells. Strongly corre-
lated electron systems (SCES) have electrons that neither can be sufficiently described by a
one electron approximation where the electron is free to move in the mean field of the other
electrons of the atom, nor completely ionic, i.e., bound to the nucleus. Instead, the electronic
structure of SCES have to be described with models that take the mobility of the electrons into
account, as well as the correlation between them. The Hubbard model (presented below) is
such a model. SCES are characterized by the complex, often simultaneously active interplay
of their degrees of freedom: spin, charge, lattice and orbital interactions. The strong electron
correlation is of importance to understand the metal-insulator transitions in TMOs and causes
fascinating physical phenomena, such as high-temperature superconductivity, colossal magne-
toresistance, Mott insulation, or ferroelectric behavior, to name only a few examples [1–4].
The quantum mechanical wavefunction used to describe an electron takes different shapes
when bound to an atomic nucleus by Coulomb force. Let us consider a transition metal atom
in an octahedral crystal field, i.e., surrounded by six adjacent oxygen atoms in the case of
a perovskite. The spatial orientation of the wavefunction produces different responses to a
perturbation from the neighboring oxygens. In other words, the electron correlation will be
different. depending on whether the wavefunction points directly at the neighboring oxygens
or exactly in between them. To gain an understanding of the underlying physics in TMOs, it is
therefore important to know the exact atomic positions.
So far, we have only described an isolated transition metal ion. But in crystalline solids,
–5–
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periodic arrays of the ions lead to magnetic interactions (interacting spins) or band formation
and electric conduction (interacting electrons in partially filled bands). Insulators are normally
characterized by their having completely filled or empty bands. An exception is the Mott insu-
lator, which band theory predicts to be a conductor, but in fact is insulating, due to the strong
electron correlation: the 3d electrons are well localized (and not free to move) because their
kinetic energy to hop to a neighboring site is too small to overcome the strong Coulomb repul-
sion energy of the electrons. This competition is described in the Hubbard model [5], which,
in the simplest case, has a “one-band” Hamiltonian (one orbital per site) of the form:
H =−t ∑
<i, j>,σ
c
†
i,σc j,σ +U ∑
i
niαniβ, (2.1)
where < i, j > represents nearest neighbor-sites on the lattice. c†i,σ and c j,σ create and annihilate
an electron with a z component of spin σ at site i or j, respectively, and niσ = c†i,σci,σ gives the
number of spin σ electrons at site i. The electron transfer integral t is termed hopping term and
the Coulomb repulsion U called the interaction term. A Mott insulator thus has a large U/t
value.
2.1 Perovskites
A class of particularly important TMOs has the general formula ABO3. They have mostly
the perovskite structure and are named after the mineral “perovskite” CaTiO3 for which this
atomic arrangement was first found. In perovskites, the A-site is usually occupied by an alkaline-
earth or rare-earth metal, whereas the B-site normally contains a transition metal, a rare-earth
or a group III metal. The B-site is surrounded by six oxygen forming an octahedron. It is the
BO6-octahedron that is mostly responsible for the intriguing physical properties of perovskites.
Let us exemplify this by inspection of the transition metal group in the periodic table of the
elements. Some perovskite-based transition metal compounds with a B-site consisting of Cu,
Ni and Fe, Co, and Mn exhibit high-temperature superconductivity [1], cooperative charge and
spin ordering [6], enhanced thermopower [7], and colossal magnetoresistance [3], respectively.
The crystal field of the six neighboring O-atoms cause the five initially degenerate d orbitals
to split into an energetically lower, 3-fold degenerate t2g (dxy, dxz, and dyz) set and in a higher
2-fold degenerate eg (dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 1) state. The splitting energy is named 10Dq or ∆
(used in this work) and is typically of the order of a few eV, i.e., comparable to the energy
1 The notation for the d3z2−r2 = d2z2−x2−y2 is often simplified to dz2 .
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of super exchange (a) and double exchange (b). Super exchange:
Chemical bonding interactions result in AFM-coupled spins (top) for neighboring 3d orbitals. The
exchange interaction is mediated through the electron spins in the ligand 2p orbital. For FM-coupling
between the spins (bottom), a filled orbital (here either 3dxz or 3dyz) has to be orthogonal to the unfilled
orbital (here 3d3z2−r2) and has the same electron spin directions (Hund’s rule coupling). The double
exchange mechanism transfers charge: The eg electron hops to the ligand 2p simultaneously as one 2p
electron hops to unfilled eg band of the neighboring metal ion.
of a chemical bond. Depending on the band-filling the octahedral crystal field can undergo a
Jahn-Teller distortion, as will be detailed in Section 2.2.
Here, two important exchange interactions for understanding the physics of perovskites are
introduced: super exchange (SE) [8] and double exchange (DE) [9]. In both cases, neighboring
perovskite B-sites interact via the connecting oxygen 2p orbital. The main difference between
the two mechanisms is that in one case, a virtual electron transfer mediates the magnetic [an-
tiferromagnetic (AFM) or ferromagnetic (FM)] interaction (SE), but in the other case, charges
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Figure 2.2: Atomic arrangement of the perovskite structure unit cell for SrTiO3 (STO) and
La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO). Sr or La/Sr, and Ti or Mn occupy the A- and B-sites, respectively. (Pseudo-)
Cubic lattice constants are aSTO = 3.905 and aLSMO = 3.875 Å (at x = 0.35).
are effectively transferred between two metal ions (DE) and thus the long-range FM order is
mediated. Both exchange mechanisms are schematically shown in Fig. 2.1. Note that DE im-
plies a mixed valent system, whereas SE interactions can also occur for metal ions with equal
valence states.
2.2 Crystallographic structure of perovskites
Two unit cells of perovskites, SrTiO3 and La1−xSrxMnO3, are shown in Fig. 2.2. The coordi-
nation number of perovskites are 12 (8) and 6 (5) for A- and B-sites in bulk (surface) positions,
respectively. The typical (cubic) perovskite lattice constant is approximately a = 3.9 Å. Atoms
of the idealized cubic unit cell occupy the typical positions at (0,0,0) (A-site), (1/2,1/2,1/2)
(B-site), and (0,1/2,1/2), (1/2,0,1/2), and (1/2,1/2,0) (the three O-sites). The composition
of such a perovskite is often visualized as stacks of alternating AO- and BO2-layers.
The crystallographic structure of ABO3 perovskites is governed by the ionic radii of the
constituent elements [10]. The tolerance factor Γ is defined as
Γ = rA + rO√
2(rB + rO)
(2.2)
where rA, rB and rO are the ionic radii of A, B and O, respectively. Stable perovskite structures
have tolerance factors of approximately 0.75 < Γ < 1.05. Cubic structures are observed for
0.89≤Γ≤ 1.00, orthorhombic for Γ < 0.89 and rhombohedral for Γ > 1.00 [11, 12]. Structural
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the electronic bandstructures of SrTiO3 (left), La1−xSrxMnO3 (middle) and,
for comparison, Ni (right). Dark bands are filled, white bands empty, EF denotes the Fermi energy, and
the arrows indicate the electron spins. STO is a band gap insulator. LSMO is a half-metallic ferromagnet
[14] where one electron spin (here up) shows metallic and the other (down) insulating behavior in
coexistence. Ni, on the other hand, is a conventional ferromagnetic metal with simultaneously occupied
up and down spin states.
distortions lead to a rotation of the BO6 octahedron. This can have important consequences on
the electronic and magnetic properties, as we will see later.
The degenerate t2g and eg states in an octahedral crystal field can be distorted to reduce
the energy eigenvalues of certain d orbitals of a TMO. This is the so-called Jahn-Teller (JT)
distortion [13]. It is most pronounced in octahedral complexes when the system contains odd
numbers of electrons in the eg state, e.g., d9, low-spin (= maximum of paired electrons) d7,
and high-spin (= unpaired electrons) d4. In these cases, the eg orbitals point directly towards
a ligand ion, and hence, a structural distortion can lead to a large energetic stabilization. For
d1 and d2 transition metals, the JT distortion can also occur, but since the t2g orbitals are in
between the ligand atoms, the effect is much less pronounced.
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2.3 Strontium titanate
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO) is a band-gap insulator with a gap energy of 3.2 eV [15] (see
Fig. 2.2 for the unit cell and Fig. 2.3 for a schematic of the bandstructure). Single-crystals are
grown using the Verneuil-method [16].
STO has a high refractive index of n = 2.41 (at 589 nm), nearly identical to that of diamond,
and a density of 5.117 g cm−3. It has a very high dielectric constant εr = 300, making it useful
for the thin film fabrication of high-voltage capacitors.
Bulk STO undergoes a structural phase transition from its cubic phase to a tetragonal phase
at a temperature of T = 105 K (space group Pm3m to I4/mcm). Experimentally, this phase
transition was determined by electron spin resonance and Raman spectroscopy [17, 18]. The
transition involves a rotation of the TiO6 octahedron with the rotation angle as the order pa-
rameter [19]. This structural transition is accompanied by a ferroelectric relaxation [20, 21].
Below 0.3 K, STO becomes superconducting [22].
STO is well-known as the paradigmatic substrate material for the growth of perovskite-
based thin films showing effects such as those mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. This
is mainly due to its good lattice match, the high crystallinity2, the flat surface, and the high
p4mm surface symmetry.
Polished STO surfaces naturally exhibit a mixed termination of TiO2 and SrO with SrO per-
centages ranging from 5 to 25% [23, 24]. This is, however, not suitable if one intends to grow
materials with distinct properties in a controlled way. Therefore, standard processing condi-
tions for the STO surface have been established in order to achieve single TiO2-terminated
STO surfaces with terrace 4 Å step heights [25–28].
The surfaces of unprocessed, as well as chemically and/or thermally treated STO have at-
tracted much attention in the literature due to the rich variety of different surface terminations
concerning reconstructions and relaxations; see Ref. [29] for an overview. It seems that the
surface of bulk STO is very sensitive to the preparation and processing conditions, leading
to various reactions of the surface to these perturbations. Several concepts have been used to
explain the experimental observations: lateral displacements including rumpling and buckling
of the surface atoms [20, 21, 30], oxygen deficiency [31–33], an oxygen overlayer [34], a Sr-
adatom model [35], surfaces containing nano-islands consisting either of SrO or TiO [36, 37],
surfaces containing a double TiO2-layer [28, 38, 39], or (partially) SrO-terminated surfaces
2
“High crystallinity” in comparison to e.g., metals, although it is noted that Czochralski-grown perovskites
such as NdGaO3 or DyScO3 tend to be of superior crystal quality.
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[36, 40, 41]. Importantly, these terminations exist in distinct temperature and pressure regimes
under either oxidizing or reducing conditions. In thermodynamical equilibrium, however, the
surface should be SrO-terminated, as has recently been suggested on the basis of theoretical ar-
guments [42]. The observation of the formation of SrO-islands for high annealing temperatures
or long annealing times partly supports this [36, 41]. Depending on the application, the pres-
ence of a kinetically hindered TiO2-terminated surface is preferred over the SrO-termination
of the thermodynamical equilibrium. A good illustrative example is the presence of a quasi
two-dimensional electron gas at the interface of STO with LaAlO3, both insulators: The elec-
tron gas is only present in the case of TiO2-terminated STO, whereas for SrO-termination, no
such effect is observed [43].
The surface of strontium titanate, which at first glance might seem to be simple, still chal-
lenges science experimentally, methodically and theoretically, even if the bulk properties have
been known for over 50 years. In particular, it is the heterointerface to other materials that has
recently stimulated research, as we will see in the next section.
2.4 Lanthanum strontium manganate
Ferromagnetic (FM) manganites were first investigated by Jonker and van Santen in 1950, but
have attracted renewed interest in recent years since the discovery that they exhibit colossal
magnetoresistance (CMR), i.e., the very-large magnetic-field driven change in resistivity [3,
44]. Doped manganites with the perovskite structure and chemical composition
Re1−xAexMnO3, where Re is a rare-earth and Ae a divalent alkaline-earth, show rich phase
diagrams, due to the complex interplay of charge, spin, lattice and orbital degrees of freedom
[45, 46]. Their interesting physical properties have not only triggered renewed scientific inter-
est in these compounds but also show potential for many technological applications, such as
spin electronics or magnetic sensors. Thin films are best suited for these demands.
Bulk La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) at an optimal doping3 of x = 1/3 shows the transition from a
paramagnetic insulator to a ferromagnetic metal at TC = 370 K [46]. The Mn site has a mixed
valence state of x Mn4+ (holes) and (1− x) Mn3+, leading to degenerate high-spin t32g and
t32ge
1
g states of the MnO6 octahedra, respectively, due to the large Hund’s rule coupling energy4
3 A simple model using the mean field approximation leads to the following relation between the Curie
temperature TC and the doping level x: TC ∝ 2x(1− x)− x2, which is maximum for x = 1/3. This crude model
agrees with the fact that FM phases are generally found around x = 1/3 in manganites. For details, see Ref. [11].
4 To account for Hund’s rule coupling, the Hamiltonian of Eqn. 2.1 has to be rewritten as shown in Ref. [47].
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Figure 2.4: Energy levels of the JT-active Mn ion. The Mn4+ is shown in the octahedral crystal field,
filling the t2g states (total spin S = 3/2). The Mn3+ has an additional unpaired electron (S = 2, high-spin
state) and undergoes a JT distortion with axial elongation.
of JH ≈ 2.5 eV compared to the crystal field ∆ (see Fig. 2.4). The electrons can hop between
adjacent Mn ions, as described by Zener’s double-exchange mechanism [see Fig 2.1(b)] [9]
and thus mediate the long-range FM ground state of the metallic conductor. Additionally, as
the electronic ground states of the Mn3+ sites are degenerate, a Jahn-Teller distortion breaks
the octahedral symmetry and lowers the energy (see Fig. 2.4) [48].
At a fixed hole density x, the properties of LSMO and manganites are affected by distortions
of the ideal cubic geometry, qualitatively expressed by the tolerance factor (Eqn. 2.2). The
transport properties depend on the overlap of the Mn sites with the O 2p orbitals, which in turn
is determined by the Mn–O–Mn angle φ. For φ < 180◦, a reduced electron hopping amplitude
results, which is proportional to cosφ [49]. In the case of LSMO, the tolerance factor Γ = 0.98
(for x = 0.35), φ < 180◦, and the tendency towards charge localization increases. Furthermore,
in the Hubbard picture (Eqn. 2.1), the electron hopping term t not only depends on the bond
angle φ, but also on the length of the Mn–O bond as 1/(dMn−O)α, where α > 1 [50]. We
The term account for Hund’s rule coupling becomes to−JH ∑i,α,β si ·Si, where si = c†i,ασα,βci,β creates an electron
at site i with spin α. σα,β are the Pauli spin matrices. Si is the total spin at site i.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of the DE mechanism of canted spins illustrating the electron transfer of
t = t0 cos(θ/2). The oxygen is omitted for simplicity.
therefore expect changes in TC when φ and/or dMn−O change.
The magnetic properties of the manganites are affected by the exchange interactions be-
tween the Mn ion spins (Fig. 2.1). In general, the Mn4+–O–Mn4+ interaction is antiferromag-
netic (AFM), whereas for Mn3+–O–Mn3+ it may be FM or AFM [51]. The DE interaction of
Mn3+–O–Mn4+ is FM in nature. Anderson and Hasegawa showed [52] that in contrast to the
angular dependence of the usual exchange interaction (proportional to cosθ), the probability
of the eg electron to hop from the Mn3+ to the Mn4+ is t = t0 cos(θ/2), with θ defined as the
angle between neighboring spins, and under the assumption of a large JH (Fig. 2.5). Parallel
spin configuration (θ = 0) thus maximizes t, whereas for an AFM spin arrangement (θ = pi),
no DE process takes place. In summary, the DE energy parameter for manganites is [53]:
J ∝ x(1− x)cosφcos(θ/2). (2.3)
These different angular dependencies in combination with the competition between DE-FM
and SE-AFM states lead to the rich magnetic phase diagrams of manganites [45, 46].
The DE exchange process is the basic mechanism for the observed electrical conduction in
the FM state at low temperatures in the manganites. It involves a charge transfer that leads to
a delocalization of the eg states for a certain range of doping centered around x = 1/3. Fig-
ure 2.3(center) shows the schematic bandstructure of the FM state of LSMO. The filling of
the spin-up band of LSMO represents the (1− x) eg electrons that can electrically conduct.
The bandwidth of about 1.5 eV is smaller than the Hund’s rule coupling energy JH, thus leav-
ing the upper spin-down band empty. These bandstructure features are termed a half-metallic
ferromagnet, which was experimentally observed by Park et al. for LSMO [14]. The conduc-
tion band of such a half-metallic ferromagnet is fully spin-polarized, explaining the interest in
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these compounds for application as spin electronics. For comparison, the bandstructure of a 3d
ferromagnetic metal such as Ni or Fe is shown. Here, both bands are simultaneously occupied
with up and down spins.
A typical resistivity measurement of a thin film of LSMO of 130 nm thickness without ap-
plied magnetic field is given in Fig. 4 of Paper III. Crossing the Curie temperature TC, the resis-
tivity changes from paramagnetic semiconducting or insulating behavior to a low temperature
FM phase. The application of a magnetic field changes TC to higher temperatures and lower
electrical resistances R. Defining the magnetoresistance ratio as ∆R/RB =(RB−R0)/RB, where
the subscripts indicate resistances measured with applied field or without, this ratio becomes
negative for materials exhibiting giant magnetoresistance (typically −5 to −50%) or CMR
(minus several orders of magnitude) [3], in contrast to ordinary permalloys (∆R/RB ≈ +5%).
The negative sign and the (usually) isotropic response to the direction of the applied field are
characteristic for these materials showing extraordinary magnetoresistive effects.
Since the early studies of the manganites in the 1950s and the discovery of CMR, the un-
derstanding of the underlying physics has changed dramatically. First attempts were based
on the DE mechanism and the strong Hund coupling to qualitatively explain the increase in
conductivity upon the polarization of the spins [52]. Work by de Gennes using mean-field ap-
proximations suggested that the interpolation between the AFM phase for x = 0 and the FM
state at finite, sufficiently low level doping x (i.e., described by the DE mechanism) occurs
through a canted state of the spins, as shown in Fig. 2.5 [54]. This idea proved to be insuffi-
cient to quantitatively explain the CMR effect. One of the reasons for incompleteness of this
early theoretical idea was its inability to account for the electron-phonon interaction. Millis
et al. [48] were the first to claim that any quantitative explanation needs a more elaborate de-
scription, where a large JT effect produces a strong electron-phonon interaction that persists
in the FM phase. Experimental evidence for the electron-phonon interaction was given for
instance from the large oxygen isotope effect observed for TC [55]. Recent theoretical work
has shown that the spin-canted state proposed by de Gennes is not realized in the model of
manganites. Instead, phase separation between the FM and the AFM states occur, where FM
metallic and AFM charge and orbital ordered domains are spatially separated, i.e., manganites
are intrinsically inhomogeneous. Experimentally, phase separation was observed using direct
space techniques such as scanning tunneling spectroscopy or electron microscopy [56–58].
The phase separation scenario has been reviewed extensively [49, 59].
One of the most comprehensive theoretical understanding of CMR, both qualitatively and
quantitatively, was recently given by S¸en et al. [63]. The combination of the DE mechanism,
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Figure 2.6: Charge and orbital ordering configurations for La1−xSrxMnO3 viewed along (001). A FM
metallic state was proposed to form stripes for optimal doping x = 1/3 [60], whereas an AFM metallic
state (A-type spins) in LSMO occurs for x = 1/2 [61]. Open circles represent Mn4+, and the lobes show
the orbital ordering of Mn3+ given in dark closed circles. The spins (not shown in the schematic) arrange
as follows. For the FM state, all spins of the top and all lower layers point into the same direction,
whereas for the A-type AFM arrangement [62], the spins of the top layer point in one direction, but the
spins of the next deeper layer point to the opposite direction, and so on.
electron-phonon interaction and AFM super exchange coupling JAFM can explain the CMR
effect as follows: Imagine, in a phase separation scenario, coexisting FM metallic domains
and charge-ordered AFM states (see Fig. 2.6). Above TC, nanoscale short-range ordered re-
gions form, which exhibit the same charge and spin pattern as the low temperature insulating
charge-ordered AFM state. Reducing the temperature below TC will reduce this AFM-type
short-distance charge-order, but the state does not disappear [63]. The FM order of the spins
combined with the reduced correlation of the charges (i.e., they are more mobile) causes the
drop in the electrical resistance of manganites. To obtain CMR effects, these charge-ordered
clusters can be as small as a few unit cells. Nevertheless, the fact that the holes are not ran-
domly distributed over short distances (i.e., it is not a gas of heavy polarons), but are indeed
ordered, means that correlated polarons are at the origin of CMR.
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2.5 Application in thin films
The progress made in synthesis, characterization and theory of TMOs is converging and leads
to two main fields of opportunities for the application of thin TMO films in devices: the atomic-
scale control of physical effects, and the combination of different functional oxides in direct
contact that may give rise to novel physical effects and applications. Some of the interesting
possibilities using thin LSMO films in technical devices will be presented in this section.
First, the fundamental difference between material in the bulk form and applied as thin films
has to be recalled. LSMO, for instance, shows different electric transport properties for thin
films and bulk material, the latter resembling granular ferromagnets. Moreover, surface and
interface effects can set a lower limit to downsizing devices that exploit bulk effects. On the
other hand, thin films allows one to study finite thickness effects, biaxial strain, interface and
proximity effects, to name only a few examples, that have direct consequences on the physical
behavior with sometimes surprising results. A sound fundamental understanding of the physics
happening at the length scale of inter-atomic distances of a few Ångströms is necessary and
could lead to devices with improved versatility and/or performance.
A possible application of LSMO in magnetoresistive read heads, for example, or high-
sensitivity elements of non-volatile, magnetic random access memories in computer technol-
ogy demands a further increase in the bit density per unit area, and thus the ability to reliably
replicate patterns of the size of about 50 to 100 nm or lower. Here, standard photolithographic
processing with typical pattern sizes of 1 micron are no longer suited, and the development of
nanolithographic techniques such as scanning electron beam lithography is an active field of
applied research [11].
One of the most promising fields of application for LSMO thin films is their use in tunnel
junctions, because of their high degree of spin polarization and the ability of spin-dependent
tunneling across a thin insulating layer. This makes them attractive for true on-off operations
in computer memories as well as spin valves in magnetic sensors or read heads of hard disks.
The difference in resistance of a trilayer consisting of LSMO/STO/LSMO was found to in-
duce a change in magnetoresistance by tunneling as high as 83% at 4.2 K between parallel
and antiparallel configurations of the magnetic moments in LSMO with an applied field of the
order of 0.01 T [64]. The drawback is, however, the drastic reduction of the tunneling mag-
netoresistive effect when increasing the temperature (basically zero above 220 K), which in
turn destroys the possibility of applying such a device under ambient conditions. On the other
hand, the Fe/MgO/Fe junction was found to have a tunnel magnetoresistance ratio up to 180%
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of an oxide-based FET on a p-type (hole-doped) substrate, with the conduction
channel being an inversion layer of electrons. The source and drain contacts are made from heavily
doped n-type (electron-doped, the superscripted + indicates high doping level) terminals that ensure
ohmic contact. The shading indicates the density of electrons. The three operation states are: (a) linear,
Vd ≪ (Vg −Vt), (b) near pinch-off, Vd = (Vg −Vt), and (c) saturated, Vd > (Vg −Vt), where Vd , Vg,
and Vt denote the drain, gate, and threshold voltage of the FET, respectively. For Vd > (Vg−Vt), i.e.,
above the pinch-off, a portion of the channel is turned off and the current-voltage characteristics are no
longer linear. The FET is turned off when Vg < Vt . (d) Solid-line IV -curve of a FET showing the linear
region, the pinch-off point and saturation for a particular Vg. The dashed-line indicates currents where
Vd = (Vg−Vt).
at room temperature [65].
The application of the CMR effect in thin films as magnetic sensors at room temperature
shows a much smaller dependence between resistance and the applied magnetic field5 com-
pared to conventional permalloy films. However, such devices can operate in a wide range of
magnetic fields, and, even more importantly, the CMR effect, which is microscopic in nature,
occurs on length scales of several unit cell sizes of LSMO (see Paper V) and does not involve
large scale entities such as magnetic domains and walls.
A very active and growing area of research is engaged in multicomponent systems of lay-
5 Remember that for the measurements of CMR typically fields of several Teslas are applied.
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ered oxides with different functions. Typically, a ferroelectric is combined with one or more
other functional oxides, such as the high-temperature superconductors or ferromagnetic man-
ganites, to a bilayer or multilayers. The combination of physical effects led to term these
systems as ”multiferroic”. These materials use the fact that the electrical polarization and the
large electric fields produced by the spatial displacement of the atoms in the unit cell of the
ferroelectric in direct contact with the ferromagnet can modulate the magnetoresistance of the
manganite film on a quasi atomic level. A nice introduction to ferroelectricity in thin films and
heterostructures can be found in Ref. [66].
The direct contact of ferroelectric materials with another oxide layer reduces the screening
lengths of the charge carriers from hundreds of Ångströms in conventional semiconductor
devices to one to three unit cells of the interface for oxide field effect transistors (FET) [67].
The principle of a FET is shown in Fig. 2.7.
Another possibility for the ferroelectric to influence the adjacent functional oxide is the in-
verse piezoelectric effect. An electric voltage applied the ferroelectric layer causes the piezo-
electric strain to be transferred to the second layer [68].
The driving force for making such devices possible is the advances in thin film deposition
techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy, sputtering, pulsed laser deposition or chemical
vapor deposition. One can now routinely epitaxially grow single-crystalline perovskite-based
oxide thin films of a few unit cell thickness within an accuracy of much less than a lattice
constant and atomically flat over hundreds of square microns. This not only enables one to
combine different oxides for the search of novel interesting physics, but also opens the oppor-
tunity to control effects on the length scale of a unit cell of a crystal or less.
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Chapter 3
Theory
3.1 Diffraction
In this section, a short introduction to the basic principles of x-ray diffraction of crystals in
general and surfaces in particular is given. The reader is referred to textbooks or reviews for a
more detailed description [1–5].
3.1.1 Single crystal diffraction
The interaction between x-rays and crystals can assumed to be weak and hence, no change
in intensity and energy due to (multiple) scattering or absorption is seen. This is called the
kinematical approximation and offers a simplified theoretical description of the interaction
between x-rays and crystalline material compared to other sources of radiation, e.g., electrons,
for which the assumption is no longer valid and one has to treat the interactions dynamically.
In surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD), the scattering process is usually treated elastically,
i.e., within the kinematical approximation. However, inelastic scattering on a periodic struc-
ture, e.g., Compton scattering, contributes to the background. The high-intensity regions close
to Bragg reflections would require a dynamical treatment, but since they mainly contain infor-
mation about the bulk and not the surface, they are usually excluded from consideration.
In what follows, some of the most important aspects and formulae of diffraction within the
kinematical limit are given.
The crystal lattice of an ideal, infinitely extended, periodic crystal has a unit cell, spanned
by the three lattice vectors a, b and c. So any lattice point site in real space can be described
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by the vector
Rn = n1a+n2b+n3c, (3.1)
where n1, n2 and n3 are integers. Within each unit cell the atoms are on positions r j. The
volume V of the unit cell is given by V = a · (b× c). The corresponding reciprocal space1 is
spanned by the three reciprocal base vectors (indicated by the superscripted ∗):
a∗ = 2pib× c
V
, b∗ = 2pic×a
V
, c∗ = 2pia×b
V
. (3.2)
Every point in reciprocal space can be described as a linear combination of the three reciprocal
lattice vectors. One talks of a reciprocal lattice site when the linear combination consists only
of integer multiples of the reciprocal lattice vectors.
An incoming, monochromatic, electromagnetic beam of wavelength λ has a wavevector k,
with |k| = 2pi/λ, and the outgoing scattered wave has a wavevector k′, k and k′ enclosing
an angle of 2θ. Although we only deal with elastic scattering of x-rays, momentum can be
transferred. We therefore introduce the scattering vector q, defined as
~q = ~k′−~k, (3.3)
where ~k and ~k′ are the initial and final momenta of the photon, respectively.
Starting from classical Thomson theory of scattering from a single electron, one can derive,
that for diffraction on an ideal single crystal, intensity can only be measured on discrete points
in reciprocal space. These are the so-called Bragg points. Three equivalent formulations are
used to describe this: the Laue equations
q ·a = 2pih, q ·b = 2pik, q · c = 2pil, (3.4)
the Ewald construction
q = ha∗+hb∗+hc∗, (3.5)
and the Bragg law
2dhklsinθ = nλ. (3.6)
The integers h, k and l are the Miller indices. The distance between (hkl) planes is given by
dhkl , and, e.g., for a crystal with a cubic unit cell of length a this equates to dhkl = a/
√
h2 + k2 + l2.
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Figure 3.1: The Ewald construction. The scattering vector q = k′−k must begin at the (0 0 0) diffrac-
tion spot of the incident beam, and end at another diffraction maximum, the reciprocal lattice point.
As x-ray diffraction is an elastic process, this means that the two points must be on a sphere of radius
|k|= 2pi/λ and thus defining the value of θ.
n is a positive integer. The Ewald construction is shown in Fig. 3.1 and is one possibility to il-
lustrate x-ray diffraction as an elastic process. An important consequence is that the scattering
vector q always lies perpendicular to the scattering planes of the crystal.
The intensity at a Bragg point Ihkl is the square of the modulus of the complex structure
factor Fhkl: Ihkl ∝ |Fhkl|2. For a scattering vector q, the structure factor is given by
F(q) = ∑
j
f j(|q|)exp(iq · r j), (3.7)
where f j are the atomic form factors of the electrons, i.e., the Fourier transformations of the
electron distribution of an atom. It approaches the atomic number of the atom Z for q→ 0 and
becomes 0 for q→∞. The sum in Eqn. 3.7 includes all atoms of a unit cell. The concept of the
structure factor will be resumed after the introduction of the convolution theorem in the next
section.
We now square Eqn 3.7 to obtain
|Fhkl|2 = FhklF∗hkl = FhklFhkl = (Fhkl)∗Fhkl = |Fhkl|2. (3.8)
1 also called k-space
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Figure 3.2: The generation of crystal truncation rods explained by the help of the convolution theorem.
Only half of the Friedel pairs can be probed (see Eqn. 3.8), because the surface shadows scattering
below the horizon (shown here as CTR signal on the light yellow background).
This is Friedel’s rule, connecting Fhkl and Fhkl to so-called Friedel pairs. This is only true
within the kinematical limit, i.e., far from absorption edges.
3.1.2 Crystal truncation rods
The diffraction pattern of an ideal, infinite, 3-dimensional (3D) crystal produces a set of δ-
functions, the Bragg peaks. Only when the scattering vectors q connects two reciprocal lattice
points [i.e., the (0 0 0) and the desired one], one can measure intensity. The truncation of this
crystal with a surface makes it a semi-infinite, 2-dimensional (2D) system. The condition is
relaxed and the peaks are smeared out in the dimension perpendicular to the truncated surface.
The intensity variation along this direction is termed a crystal truncation rod (CTR).
For understanding CTRs, it is important to introduce the convolution theorem. It states that
the Fourier transform (FT) of a convolution of two functions f and g is equal to the product of
their individual FTs. Mathematically (for simplified notation only in 1D, although also valid
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in 3D), this can be described as
FT[ f (x)⊗g(x)] = FT[ f (x)] FT[g(x)], (3.9)
with the convolution (⊗) defined as
f (x)⊗g(x) =
Z +∞
−∞
f (x′)g(x− x′)dx′. (3.10)
Hence, the diffraction pattern of an ideal, truncated crystal can be generated by convoluting
the FT of an infinitely large crystal structure (i.e., the set of δ-functions) with the FT of the
function describing the boundary of the crystal, the shape function. Figure 3.2 illustrates the
application of the convolution theorem to surfaces. Here, the related shape function in the
surface normal is a step function. Its FT has a 1/z-relationship that extends significantly in
k-space. Away from a Bragg reflection, the scattering intensity is thus proportional to 1/qz and
the intensity to 1/q2z . Hence again, the effect of the surface is to smear out the intensity along
the direction perpendicular to that surface.
It is important to note that in most cases the boundary function is irregular on an atomic
scale and consequently its FT is very narrow. Therefore, effects other than this (such as crystal-
lographic imperfections, beam divergence and monochromaticity) will determine the linewidths
of the diffraction peaks.
We now turn to the structure factor again. One can think of the electronic distribution of
an ideal crystal as the convolution of the Bravais lattice (i.e., a 3D set of δ-functions, also
referred to as “comb function”) with the electronic distribution of the basis, i.e., within the
unit cell. The FT of a 3D set of δ-functions is another 3D set of δ-functions with separations
inversely proportional to the separations of the original array. Using the convolution theorem,
the diffraction pattern of an infinite crystal is the product of the FT of the comb function of the
Bravais lattice and the FT of the electronic distribution within a unit cell. This latter FT is the
structure factor (see also Eqn. 3.7) and therefore determines the intensities of the peaks in the
diffraction pattern.
So far, we did not take into account any deviations of the structure factor due to thermal
movements of the atoms (even at T = 0 K, due to a finite zero point energy as a consequence
of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle) or spatial inhomogeneities of the structure. For a given
temperature one cannot distinguish between these two different sorts of deviations of the aver-
aged positions. One introduces therefore the so-called Debye-Waller factor of the form
M =
1
2
qT
B j
8pi2 q, (3.11)
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with the dispersion matrix B j/(8pi2), which is a symmetric (3×3) matrix. The superscript T
indicates the transposed matrix of q, i.e., here the corresponding row vector. Sometimes, one
calls also exp(−M) the DW factor, but we keep with the definition given in Eqn. 3.11 through-
out this work. For isotropic DW factors, we can define the root mean-square-displacement of
an atom j as
σ j =
√
B j
8pi2 . (3.12)
The complete structure factor of a unit cell accounting for atomic displacements (thermal
and spatial) plus reflecting the possibility of an occupancy of less than unity at a site j, θ j, is
then given by
F(q) = ∑
j
θ jexp
(
−1
2
qT
B j
8pi2 q
)
f j(|q|)exp(iq · r j). (3.13)
Note that we did not ask for the presence of a surface in Eqn. 3.13.
Finally, we derive an expression of the intensity variation along a CTR, i.e., we consider
the scattering along the surface normal c. The scattering amplitude of a semi-infinite stack of
n layers composed of unit cells with structure factors F(q) (as defined in Eqn. 3.13) can be
written as
Fctr(q) = F(q)
0
∑
n=−∞
exp(iqznc) =
F(q)
1− exp(i2pil), (3.14)
where the wavevector transfer perpendicular to the surface is qz = 2pil/c. The intensity along
a CTR is obtained by squaring Eqn. 3.14:
Ictr(q) ∝ |Fctr(q)|2 = |F(q)|
2
4sin2(pil)
. (3.15)
Thus, the intensity variation along l proportional to 1/sin2(pil) for unreconstructed and relaxed
surfaces.
3.2 Superstructure rods
A commensurable surface reconstruction has a fixed phase relation to the underlying bulk unit
cell. The unit cell vectors of the reconstruction, arcn and brcn, can therefore simply be expressed
as a linear combination of the surface cell vectors asurf and bsurf:(
arcn
brcn
)
= G
(
asurf
bsurf
)
=
(
g11 g12
g21 g22
)(
asurf
bsurf
)
. (3.16)
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In the general case of a commensurable reconstruction, it is labeled by stating the matrix G. For
a case with g12 = g21 = 0, the notation is simplified to (g11×g22). This is used, for example,
in the case of the (2×1) and (2×2) reconstructions of strontium titanate (STO, see Papers I
and II). If the reconstruction is rotated by angle α, but conserving the angle between the cell
vectors a and b, then the notation is (|arcn|× |brcn|)Rα. An example could be the STO(001)-(2
1
1
2
)
reconstruction, that is then denoted as STO(001)-(√5×√5)R26.6◦.
Reconstructed surfaces, where the surface unit cell is bigger than the bulk unit cell, do give
rise to superstructure rods (SSRs). SSRs do not contain any bulk information. The structure
factor of an SSR can be derived analogously to the bulk structure factor (see Eqn. 3.13). Again,
the measured intensity is proportional to the structure factor:
Issr(q) ∝ |Fssr(q)|2. (3.17)
The FT of a δ-function is a constant. If all atoms of the reconstruction are at the same z-
position, the structure factor without considering the DW factor is then constant, i.e., indepen-
dent of l. Taking the DW factor into account, the intensity decreases monotonically along l.
Variations of the atomic positions in z or reconstructed surfaces do characteristically modulate
this intensity profile, making qualitative judgments of the reconstruction sometimes possible.
The total number of scattering atoms of a surface reconstruction is much smaller than that
for a bulk crystal, therefore leading to much weaker diffraction signals that can often only be
reliably recorded at synchrotron radiation sources.
A commensurate (m×n) surface reconstruction has reciprocal unit cell size of (1/m×1/n).
The scattered signal coming from the reconstruction can therefore produce SSRs alone, or
SSRs superimposed on CTRs, depending on the position in k-space. The total signal along
these rods is composed of the coherent superposition of SSR and CTR signals, as follows:
Itot(q) ∝ |Ftot(q)|2 =
∣∣∣∣Fctr(q)+ θssrAssr Fssr(q)
∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.18)
where θssr is the fraction of the surface that is reconstructed and Assr is the area of the recon-
structed unit cell, thus normalized to the (1×1) bulk unit cell.
3.3 Direct methods
One of the fundamental problems of crystallography becomes evident when either Eqn. 3.7
or Eqn. 3.13 is squared in order to get an intensity: One looses the phase information. Several
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Figure 3.3: The iterative phase recovery algorithm PARADIGM alternatively satisfies constraints in
real and reciprocal space and exploits the fact that scattering from the unknown surface structure may
be regarded as a perturbation of that from the truncated bulk structure. Courtesy of P.F. Lyman.
attempts have been made to overcome this obstacle, mostly for bulk diffraction. In this section,
two possible solutions to solve this problem for SXRD are discussed. The first is the so-called
PARADIGM approach by D.K. Saldin’s group in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA, with which we
established a fruitful collaboration that had significant impact on solving the structure of STO.
In the upcoming Section 3.3.2, a second solution called COBRA (in an equally successful
collaboration with R. Clarke, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA and Y. Yacoby, Jerusalem, Israel)
will be presented, as it was used for the structure determination of ultrathin films of lanthanum
strontium manganate.
3.3.1 PARADIGM
The PARADIGM algorithm aims to recover the surface structure by an iterative algorithm
initially proposed by Fienup [6]. The algorithm is detailed elsewhere [7], however, a brief
description is given below. In Fig. 3.3, a schematic flowchart of the iterative algorithm is shown
(reproduced from Ref. [8]).
Initially, a random set of phases2 φ is assigned to the experimentally observed structure
2 The curly brackets in Fig. 3.3 underline that complete sets and not individual elements of a set are meant.
However, in the text the notation is simplified and the brackets omitted, although the meaning remains the same.
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factor amplitudes |Fobs|. The bulk contribution B is calculated and subtracted. A FT generates
a real space estimate of the electron density t in the surface region. Next, a physical reasonable
constraint is applied: the electron density must lie within a spatial region of a few Ångströms
across the surface, outside, the electron density is set to zero. The constrained electron density
of the unknown surface contribution, u, is inverse-Fourier-transformed into k-space, yielding a
set of complex surface structure factors Scalc that can be added to the calculated bulk contribu-
tion B. The arguments of the sums represent improved estimates of the phases φ. A constraint
in reciprocal space assigns these phases to the experimentally observed structure factor ampli-
tudes |Fobs|, and the cycle is repeated until the error between Scalc and F is minimized and a
predefined convergence criterion is met.
3.3.2 COBRA
COBRA stands for Coherent Bragg Rod Analysis and is another recently developed phase-
retrieval algorithm [9, 10]. COBRA uses the fact that the complex structure factor (CSF) along
the CTR has to be continuous, so the phase has to be, as well. The COBRA method is gen-
erally applicable to systems that are periodic in two dimensions, aperiodic in the third, and
commensurate with the underlying substrate.
The electron density (ED) is represented as the sum of a reference structure ED and an
unknown difference ED, describing the deviations of the surface structure to the bulk structure.
The same approach holds true for k-space, where the total CSF is the sum of the reference and
unknown CSFs. Considering two adjacent points along a rod separated by ∆k, we can write
the total CSF as
S
(
k− ∆k
2
)
+U
(
k− ∆k
2
)
= T
(
k− ∆k
2
)
,
S
(
k+
∆k
2
)
+U
(
k+
∆k
2
)
= T
(
k+
∆k
2
)
, (3.19)
where S, U , and T are the CSFs due to the reference, unknown, and total electron densities,
respectively.
Now, we make use of the fact that the CSFs vary continuously along CTRs and make the
approximation that at two adjacent points along a rod,
U
(
k− ∆k
2
)
∼= U
(
k+ ∆k
2
)
= Ua(k). (3.20)
This approximation will be accurate if U indeed does vary slower than S. This is ensured by a
combination of two means: First, the reference ED is similar to that of the real system, so their
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Figure 3.4: Two Gaussian line shapes (left) and their FTs (right) with different origins. The solid-line
Gaussian represents the unknown part U in Eqn 3.19, while the reference part S of the CSF is given by
the dashed-line. Displacing the origin in real space by a vector R0 changes the phase of the FT of the
electron density by a factor exp(ik ·R0). Thus, choosing the origin of the real space coordinate close to
the unknown part causes the phase rate of change of U to vary more slowly than that of S.
CSFs are of the same order of magnitude. Second, the real space origin is chosen to be close to
the top of the thin film so that the CSF of the reference structure will vary more rapidly along
the rods than that of the unknown structure (see Fig. 3.4).
If we now take the modulus of Eqn. 3.19 and introduce the COBRA approximation
(Eqn. 3.20), we obtain for the CSF (i.e., a quantity proportional to the experimentally observed
intensity): ∣∣∣∣S
(
k− ∆k
2
)
+Ua(k)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣T
(
k− ∆k
2
)∣∣∣∣ ,∣∣∣∣S
(
k+
∆k
2
)
+Ua(k)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣T
(
k+
∆k
2
)∣∣∣∣ . (3.21)
This yields two real equations that can be solved for one complex unknown. In general, this
pair of equations has two solutions (Ua,Ub) and it is necessary to choose the correct one.
In Fig. 3.5, a graphical solution of Eqn. 3.21 is presented for two consecutive pairs of
adjacent points, k−∆k/2 and k + ∆k/2 [(a), corresponding complex numbers marked with
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Figure 3.5: Graphical solution of Eqn. 3.21 of two consecutive pairs of adjacent points. (a) The solu-
tions U1a and U1b for the points at k−∆k/2 and k + ∆k/2. (b) The solutions U2a and U2b at k + ∆k/2
and k + 3∆k/2. The difference between U1a and U2a is smaller than the difference between any other
pair of solutions, so this is the correct pair.
indices 1 and 2, respectively] or k+∆k/2 and k+3∆k/2 [(b), corresponding complex numbers
marked with indices 2 and 3, respectively]. Each pair of equation has two solutions Ua and Ub
shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively. Under the assumption that U varies slowly along
the CTRs, the correct pair of solutions are those which change the least when going from one
point to the next, i.e., U1a and U2b in Fig. 3.5. This procedure reveals the unknown CSFs and
hence the total CSFs. To obtain the ED, the CSFs are Fourier-transformed into real space.
The iterative COBRA cycles are shown in Fig. 3.6. In the resulting ED, unphysical residues,
such as negative ED are removed. The application of this constraint also affects the structure
factors. Therefore, the restrained ED is Fourier-transformed for comparison with the measured
intensities. If the deviations are still too large, a further iteration must be performed with the
restrained ED as the new reference structure. This process is iterated until convergence is
reached.
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Figure 3.6: Flow diagram of the COBRA data analysis procedure.
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Chapter 4
Experiment
4.1 Pulsed laser deposition
4.1.1 Setup
Two different ultra-high vacuum-compatible (UHV) setups were used for thin film production.
The ex-situ chamber was primarily used for optimization of the growth conditions, and was
equipped with a 20 keV electron gun to perform reflection high-energy electron-diffraction
(RHEED).
The in-situ chamber can be mounted directly on the diffractometer of the SD station at the
MS BL and provides a small entrance and a large exit Be-windows. The chamber has been
detailed elsewhere [1]. Schematics of the ex-situ and the in-situ setups are shown in Fig. 4.1(a)
and (b), respectively. Both chambers contain a pulsed valve that allows one to supplement the
growth by synchronizing a reactive gas jet to the laser pulse. For LSMO thin film growth, N2O
was chosen as the primary oxidant due to its enhanced oxidizing properties compared to O2
[2, 3].
A 12.7 mm diameter ablation rod composed of highly pure, polycrystalline sections of
LaMnO3 (LMO) and SrMnO3 (SMO), manufactured by Praxair Surface Technologies, Wood-
inville WA, was used as the laser target. Contamination due to adsorbents such as water or
CO2 were removed by preablating the target before deposition.
The laser radiation was the fourth harmonic (4ω) of a pulsed Nd:YAG1 laser (Quantel Bril-
liant B, 266 nm wavelength, 5 ns pulse length, 10 Hz repetition rate) entering through a Brew-
1YAG = yttrium aluminium garnet
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Figure 4.1: Plan projection from above on the PLD chambers. The ex-situ chamber is shown in (a).
LL = loadlock; PS = phosphorescence screen; CCD = charge coupled device camera; W = window;
SH = substrate manipulator arm with sample holder and substrate; L = lens with f = 650 nm; LR =
laser radiation; EG = electron gun; e = electron beam; T = target; PV = pulsed valve. (b) shows the
in-situ chamber. LL = loadlock; GV = gate valve to loadlock; B1, B2 = edge-welded bellows; LB =
large Be-window; PV = pulsed valve; DC = diffractometer center; SH = substrate heater/holder; SR
= synchrotron radiation; SB = small Be-window; D = detector; LW = Brewster laser entrance win-
dow; RF = rotation feedthrough for substrate rotation; HP = hexapod front plate; LR = laser radiation.
Diffractometer movements are given by open arrows.
ster window into the chamber. The energy per pulse is controlled by a variable attenuator,
reducing it to about 24 mJ/pulse. The focused laser spot had a size of about 1 mm2 and hence
the fluence was about 2 J cm−2.
4.1.2 Substrate preparation
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO) (001) substrates (space group Pm3m, a0 = 3.9045 Å) with
low vicinality (< 0.1◦) and an impurity content of < 5 ppm Ca [4] were purchased from
CrysTec GmbH, Germany. Substrates had dimensions of 10× 8× 1 mm3 (in-situ) or 10×
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Figure 4.2: Preparation process in order to obtain TiO2-terminated STO, according to Refs. [5, 6].
10×0.5 mm3 (ex-situ). They were prepared according to an established chemical and thermal
treatment [5, 6], in order to ensure 100% termination on the TiO2 atomic layer and smooth
terrace edge profiles.
Briefly, the preparation involves the following steps (see Fig. 4.2). As-received STO was
immersed in very pure water (millipore grade, electrical resistivity of ≥ 18.2 MΩ cm) and
ultrasounded for 30 min in order to activate the surface. TiO2 remains inert whereas the SrO
forms hydroxide complexes at the surface. Etching the STO in buffered HF (BHF, HF/NH4F =
1/7, pH ≈ 5.5, Riedel-de-Haën) for 1 min removed the hydroxide complexes and a TiO2-
terminated surface was preserved. Residuals of the BHF were washed away by extensive rinse
in millipore water. The clean surfaces were dried in a high quality N2 jet (grade 5.0) over
several minutes and subsequently annealed in a tube furnace in 1 atm of pure O2 (grade 5.0)
for 10 hours at a temperature of 950 ◦C. The furnace was then turned off and cooled down.
4.1.3 Growth
The ablation of La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) took place in an O2 background of 2×10−2 Pa and
the synchronized N2O gas pulse of 1.5×10−2 Pa average pressure. Note that due to the pulsed
nature of the N2O jet, the instantaneous gas pressure interacting with the ablation species is
much higher, enhancing the oxidation process even more [7].
The substrates were ohmically heated to 700 ◦C using a 0.375 mm thick Si wafer, sand-
wiched in between the holder and substrate by clamping. Temperature control was achieved
by comparing the resistivity [typically R(700 ◦C) = 1.2 Ω, i.e., U = 5.3 V, I = 4.4 A] to a cali-
bration curve. Occasional cross-checks were made using the pyrometer mounted at the ex-situ
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chamber.
In order to grow the alloy La1−xSrxMnO3, the ratio x of LMO/SMO could be adjusted by
the choice of the ablation boundaries using a high axial translation velocity of rod (typically
vt ≈ 20 mm s−1) and taking the different ablation ratio of LMO and SMO into account, as
described elsewhere [8].
4.2 Surface x-ray diffraction
Surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) experiments were performed at the at the Surface Diffraction
station (SD) station at the Materials Science Beamline at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer
Institut, Villigen, Switzerland. The beamline has been detailed elsewhere [9].
4.2.1 Diffractometer
The SD station makes use of a (2 + 3)-circle diffractometer [10]. A schematic showing the
diffractometer, the in-situ PLD and two detectors types (i.e., point and area detector) is shown
in Fig. 4.3. The diffractometer is controlled by the shell-based software SPEC.
It is noted that the diffractometer underwent several redesign steps since the setup shown in
Fig. 4.3, although this schematic expresses most accurately the setup that was used for taking
the main part of the data presented here. The most prominent improvements are: (i) the new
Pilatus 100k pixel detector (replacing the old Pilatus I, used for collecting most of the data
in this work), and (ii), that the pixel detector is mounted directly on the ν-axis, replacing the
point detector.
4.2.2 Detector
For the reasons given above, the Pilatus I detector system is described here. The commercially
available Pilatus 100k detector that is nowadays in use at the MS BL is detailed elsewhere
[11].
The Pilatus I detector contains an array of 366×157 = 57462 pixels, each with dimensions
of 217× 217 µm2, covering an active area of 7.9× 3.4 cm2. The distance from the center of
diffraction to the detector was 1.235 m. Assuming an infinitely small sample size, each pixel
covered an angle of 0.0101◦, hence the whole the detector subtended a solid angle of 3.70◦
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Figure 4.3: The (2 + 3)-circle surface diffractometer. There are two degrees of freedom for sample
movements, α and ω, and three for moving the detector, γ, δ, and ν. The PLD chamber sits on the
α-table. Fine adjustment of the in-vacuum sample surface relative to the diffractometer center and
incoming synchrotron radiation (SR) is achieved by the hexapod (HP).
×1.59◦. This is enough area to capture an entire SXRD signal and its surrounding background,
and facilitates the identification of artifacts.
Each pixel has a 15-bit counter, i.e., a high dynamic range (215) 2 compared to that for a
charge-coupled device (CCD) of typically ∼ 28, and the whole detector can be read out in
< 7 ms [12]. High frame rates, however, could never been achieved because the network was
not optimized for high data throughput. This problem is resolved with the new detector.
Further advantages of this new detector technology are the excellent point spread function
(i.e., only the pixel hit by a photon really counts a signal) and the zero readout noise. In combi-
2 but still one and a half orders of magnitude less than the Pilatus 100k with 220!
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Figure 4.4: A typical Pilatus I image after the application of standard correction factors according to
Ref. [14]: The data was flat-field corrected in order to account for different counting efficiencies of the
individual pixels, and dead pixels were replaced by the median value of the counts of the eight nearest-
neighbor pixels. The image comprises of the diffraction signal of the (2 1) CTR at l = 1.05 (feature to
the left) and the foot of the (2 1 1) Bragg peak (right) of SrTiO3.
nation with the significantly improved dynamic range (compared to CCDs), this makes Pilatus
pixel detectors ideally suited for recording signal strongly varying in intensity (e.g., SXRD
data) and/or extremely dense packed diffraction patterns, as observed in protein crystallogra-
phy.
4.2.3 Reciprocal space scans
The traditional way of recording SXRD data is to record a rocking scan for each point along a
CTR using a point detector. In doing so, the intensity for each l value is collected by rotating
the sample about its surface normal (i.e., around ω), subtracting a background and integrating
the signal. Thanks to the availability of the Pilatus area detectors, the intensity can be recorded
in a faster way.
In the so-called “stationary mode” [13], one records the complete diffraction signal in one
single exposure, and, thus, no sample rotation is needed for capturing the signal of a specific
l point in reciprocal space. The use of this mode accelerates data taking by a factor of at least
an order of magnitude, and, in combination with the larger field of view of the area detector
in k-space, also the reliability is improved. A typical Pilatus I image with standard correction
factors applied is shown in Fig. 4.4 [14].
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Figure 4.5: Measurement principle of crystal truncation rods. (a) The experimental geometry in real
space including the paths of incident k and scattered beam k′, as well as the three relevant diffractometer
angles γ, δ and ω are shown. (b) Rotation of the sample around its normal axis ω moves the (1 0) rod
around the specular [(0 0)] rod in reciprocal space and through the Ewald sphere.
In order to record intensities along the l-direction of a CTR using the stationary mode, one
moves the detector to the wanted position in k-space and records an image. A visualization of
the measurement principle in real and reciprocal space is given in Fig. 4.5.
The stationary mode, however, has to be used with care. Although the detector acceptance
is no longer a problem, the outgoing angle βout has to be large enough to integrate at once.
This limit depends on the angle of incidence, the out-of-plane lattice constant, the quality of
the crystal and the desired resolution ∆l with with the rod shall be sampled (see Fig. 4.6) [13].
For any given resolution, the minimum outgoing angle is defined as
tan βout ≥ 2∆QFWHM
c∗∆l , (4.1)
where ∆QFW HM is the full-width-half-maximum of a CTR and c∗ the reciprocal out-of-plane
lattice unit. With respect to the substrate lattice, this value corresponds to a minimum lmin
value, above which independent structure factor amplitudes are achieved. In the case of STO,
typical in-plane rocking curves had widths of ∆Q|| = 0.0044 Å−1 (i.e., ∆ω = 0.02◦), a value
which was subsequently used in combination with the wanted sampling resolution ∆l to deter-
mine lmin.
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Figure 4.6: A CTR cutting through the Ewald sphere illustrating the dependence of the outgoing angle
βout and the sampling resolution ∆l.
4.3 Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode was performed using a Veeco Dimension
3100. The AFM tip in use was a MikroMasch NSC15/Al BS with a characteristic frequency
of about 300 kHz. Samples were measured in air. The scanned area was typically 1 µm2.
4.4 X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed under UHV conditions using an Al
Kα source at 1487 eV and a Gammadata Scienta SES 2002 hemispherical electron analyzer.
The escape depth of the photoelectrons is some 25 Å for Al Kα radiation [15].
We measured the angle-dependent electron yield of the oxygen 1s (O1s) signal of STO in
order to characterize the surface termination. STO is an insulator (band gap = 3.2 eV) [16]
and causes charging problems. Thus, only the relative shifts in energy, i.e., the chemical shifts,
could be reliably established. The change of the coordination number of Sr (Ti) from 12 (6) in
the bulk to 8 (5) at the surface has a direct influence on the chemical shift of the O1s signal
and can therefore be used as a fingerprint to identify the surface termination.
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Figure 4.7: A schematic of the four-point method in linear electrode geometry for measuring the
resistivity of thin films. s1, s2 = electrode distances; d = film thickness.
4.5 Rutherford backscattering
The thin films were analyzed for their stoichiometry using Rutherford backscattering. The
measurements were performed using a 2 MeV 4He beam and a silicon surface barrier detector
at a scattering angle of 165◦ [17]. The background has been subtracted using a recently devel-
oped fitting procedure [18]. The data were analyzed using the RUMP program [19]. For very
thin films with a thickness of the order of several MLs, however, the RUMP analysis fails, but
the stoichiometry could be determined by element-specific integration of the backscattering
signal and correlation to thicker films grown under identical conditions.
4.6 Resistivity
The resistance R of the LSMO samples was measured in a Quantum Design Model 6000 phys-
ical properties measurement system (PPMS) using two different contact methods to measure
the voltage drop. The films were connected either via gold wires and silver paste or a recently
developed sample holder design, where four springed pins contact the surface without the need
of metal paste. Both designs gave reproducible results.
The resistivity ρ depends on the measurement geometry, but can be directly related to the
ohmic resistance R = U/I using appropriate correction factors. Figure 4.7 shows a typical
electrode setup. In order to obtain ρ, one has to integrate the effective electric field across the
electrodes that gives rise to the voltage drop along s2. For bulk samples, radial symmetry of
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the field E(r) ∝ 1/r2 is usually assumed. For thin films, however, the film thickness is constant
(r ≫ d, i.e., E(r) ∝ 1/r) and the resistivity can be described by
ρ = pi R d ln−1
(
s1 + s2
s1
)
. (4.2)
The sample holder thus has a correction factor of g = (s1 + s2)/s1 = 6 (g =
√
2) for the linear
(quadratic) setup, whereas the silver pasted electrodes are approximated with g≈ 2.
The magnetic field in the PPMS was applied normal to the film surface and varied from 0
to 7 T.
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Chapter 5
Concluding remarks
Transition metal oxides with the perovskite structure are an interesting class of material, due to
the complex interplay of the different electronic and structural degrees of freedom, leading to
fascinating physical effects. The explanation of these are in most cases not trivial: Only when
the full picture arising from experiments and theory is considered, can one expect to be able to
give a qualitative and quantitative description.
Because of the strong influences of subtle structural changes on the electronic properties
of such strongly correlated electron systems, it can be expected that heterogeneous surfaces
and interfaces will show different physical properties than those of the bulk. We have found
this to be the case in the work presented here. For example, the investigations of the surface of
strontium titanate showed that the sensitivity of the surface to the preparation and processing
conditions can cause unexpected effects, such as a terminating TiO2-double layer; the semi-
conducting response of the resistivity of lanthanum strontium manganate revealed the presence
of a dead layer although the magnetoresistive properties were conserved.
The work on the ultrathin manganite films showed that atomic control of crystal growth
down to a fraction of a unit cell can be achieved using state-of-the-art equipment. The subse-
quent in-situ recording of surface x-ray diffraction using the novel Pilatus area pixel detector
demonstrates one of the many unique possibilities that research using synchrotron radiation
can offer. However, such an experiment would not have been possible without thorough ex-
situ characterization beforehand and afterwards. It is hoped that the combination of different
techniques to study one (class of) material(s) will be further developed and standardized, and
thus materials scientists become motivated to study materials of increasing complexity.
The kinetic studies demonstrated the promise of pulsed laser deposition as the premier tool
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to achieve controlled growth on the atomic level. Its relative experimental simplicity makes
pulsed laser deposition not only ideally suited as a versatile research tool but also opens the
path towards industrial applications for nanoscaled devices.
Real space techniques, such as scanning tunneling microscopy, offer direct access to a crys-
tal surface which in turn can simplify the interpretation. However, probing local areas in real
space always raises the question of representativeness. k-space techniques on the other hand,
usually reveal the system’s averaged property. If one is interested in this, they can complement
the real space information and reduce the problem of the spatially limited field of view, but
the subsequent interpretation is often not straightforward. In surface crystallography, the loss
of the phase information excludes the direct Fourier transformation of the diffraction pattern
into electron densities. The recent development of direct methods applicable to crystal sur-
faces helps to overcome this drawback. In particular, the increasing complexity of the studied
systems makes conventional structure refinement based on model-guessing by trial-and-error
and minimization of a goodness of fit criterion very inefficient and time-consuming. A realistic
starting model for structure refinement can be extracted by first applying phase-retrieval meth-
ods on the experimental diffraction data. This not only minimizes the time to solve a structure,
but also improves the reliability of the result. By having good analytic tools at hand to estimate
the phases, surface x-ray diffraction offers access to atomic length scales with unprecedented
accuracy in combination with a unique depth resolution normal to the surface of a crystal.
The results of a quantitative surface x-ray diffraction analysis are very accurate atomic po-
sitions. These can be exceedingly helpful for the explanation of the physical properties of
the material. The work on lanthanum strontium manganate gives an indication of the possi-
ble potential of this: the refined atomic positions could be used to determine a lower limit
for the onset of magnetoresistance. The detailed knowledge of the structure of the thin film
monolayer-by-monolayer can help to model the system as consisting of three basic regions
interface, film and surface.
Knowing exactly the atomic positions is on the one hand essential for theoretical investiga-
tions such as density functional theory calculations. On the other hand, it is an important step
towards tunable and nanoscaled devices in technological applications. The control of mag-
netoresistance by mechanical stress or strain, or by chemical doping via substitution could
improve the versatility, e.g., to applications in different temperature regimes. The combination
of functional oxides with different physical properties in intimately connected heterostructures
could lead to a breathtaking downsizing of the technical component to length scales of only a
few unit cells!
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An increasingly unified understanding of transition metal oxides exhibiting exciting phys-
ical properties; the breakthrough in synthesis and materials processing techniques; standard-
ization of characterization tools capable of treating highly complex oxides; and the advances
made in the theoretical description of these systems lead the author to believe that transition
metal oxide compounds will have a similarly prosperous future as that enjoyed by semicon-
ductors, and that they will impact on all sorts of technological applications in our civilization.
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Abstract
We report the first complete determination, using surface x-ray diffraction, of the
surface structure of TiO2-terminated SrTiO3(001), both at room temperature in
vacuum, and also hot, under typical conditions used for thin film growth. The
room-temperature structure consists of a mixture of a (1×1) relaxation and (2×1)
and (2×2) reconstructions. The latter disappear over several minutes upon heat-
ing. The structures are best modeled by a TiO2-rich surface similar to that pro-
posed by Erdman et al. [Nature (London) 419, 55, (2002).]. Both reconstructions
have been shown by density functional theory to be energetically favorable. The
calculated surface energy of the (1×1) relaxation is higher, indicating that it may
be a disordered mixture of the reconstructions. Displacements of the atoms from
their bulk positions are significant down to three unit cells, which may have im-
portant implications on possible surface ferroelectric phenomena in SrTiO3.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.076102 a
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Surface structure of SrTiO3(001)
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Abstract
We report on the structural determination of the surface of TiO2-terminated
SrTiO3(001) using surface x-ray diffraction. The detailed analysis of two surface
diffraction data sets are presented, one (cold) taken at room temperature in vac-
uum, and the other (hot) under typical conditions used for thin film growth. 49
different combinations of possible surface terminations are described for the cold
structure, from which the final structure was chosen, consisting of a weighted mix-
ture of a (1×1) relaxation and (2×1) and (2×2) reconstructions, simultaneously
present at the surface. The structures are best modeled by a TiO2-rich surface sim-
ilar to that proposed by Erdman et al. [Nature (London) 419, 55 (2002).]. The
reconstructions are energetically favorable according to density functional theory.
They disappear within several minutes upon heating to the hot conditions, form-
ing a termination very similar to the cold (1×1), but more puckered and higher in
energy. Six additional models, suggested by direct methods and the literature, to
describe the hot surface are also discussed. Direct methods confirm the TiO2-rich
termination and the atomic positions of the hot surface. The atomic coordinates
for the two TiO2-rich surfaces exhibit significant displacements down to three
unit cells, which may have important implications on possible surface ferroelec-
tric phenomena in SrTiO3. Surface energy considerations suggest a temperature-
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induced order-disorder transition, produced by a mixing of the (2×1) and (2×2)
reconstructions, to form the hot pseudo (1×1) structure. Electrostatic stability ar-
guments provide circumstantial support for the experimentally determined TiO2-
rich surfaces.
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Abstract
A new ablation target geometry is presented that was used to produce thin films of
La1−xSrxMnO3 grown heteroepitaxially on SrTiO3 by pulsed reactive crossed-
beam laser ablation. The films were grown in order to perform angle-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy, which demands that the surface be atomically flat. In
situ and ex situ analysis shows that this condition was met, even after depositing
to a thickness of over 100 nm.
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Abstract
A novel energetic smoothing mechanism in the growth of complex metal oxide
thin films is reported from in situ kinetic studies of pulsed laser deposition of
La1−xSrxMnO3 on SrTiO3, using x-ray reflectivity. Below 50% monolayer cover-
age, prompt insertion of energetic impinging species into small-diameter islands
causes them to break up to form daughter islands. This smoothing mechanism
therefore inhibits the formation of large-diameter 2D islands and the seeding of
3D growth. Above 50% coverage, islands begin to coalesce and their breakup is
thereby suppressed. The energy of the incident flux is instead rechanneled into
enhanced surface diffusion, which leads to an increase in the effective surface
temperature of ∆T ≈ 500 K. These results have important implications on optimal
conditions for nanoscale device fabrication using these materials.
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Abstract
Surface x-ray diffraction was used to determine the atomic structures of
La1−xSrxMnO3 thin films, grown monolayer by monolayer on SrTiO3 by pulsed
laser deposition. Structures for one-, two-, three-, four-, six-, and nine-monolayer-
thick films were solved using the Coherent Bragg rod analysis phase-retrieval
method and subsequent structural refinement. Four important results were found.
First, the out-of-plane lattice constant is elongated across the substrate-film inter-
face. Second, the transition from substrate to film is not abrupt, but proceeds grad-
ually over approximately three unit cells. Third, Sr segregates towards the topmost
monolayer of the film: we determined a Sr-segregation enthalpy of −15 kJ/mol
from the occupation parameters. Finally, the electronic bandwidth W was used to
explain the onset of magnetoresistance for films of nine or more monolayers thick-
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ness. Resistivity measurements of the nine monolayer-thick film confirm magne-
toresistance and the presence of a dead layer with mostly insulating properties.
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Reprinted with kind permission from the American Physical Society.
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